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About This Game

Tidalis is a block-based puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new "streams" mechanic. The game is
brimming over with riffs and variants on that core mechanic with 20 game modes, dozens of special blocks and items, and 115
levels in the adventure mode alone. The basic rules of the game are this: blocks fall down into the board and have a color and an
arrow direction. If a stack of blocks exceeds the height of the board, you lose. In order to clear blocks, you must right-click and

drag paths through the arrows to set up chain reactions of like-colored blocks.
If this sounds simple, that's because it is -- you'll be lining up lengthy chains within minutes. But you'll be surprised how much
brainpower it takes to set up combos of multiple chains, and the many brainteaser-style puzzles include some real stumpers.

Tidalis has co-op and competitive multiplayer modes (both online and offline); action-oriented modes and timer-less
brainteasers; a lengthy, casual-friendly adventure mode; twenty unique game modes providing innumerable twists to the basic

gameplay; dozens of special blocks and items; and over fifty minutes of beautiful music to go with the painterly art.
In short, several games' worth of content are built on top of this core mechanic, which you'll quickly find to be as iconic as it is

novel.

Key Features:

Puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new mechanic.

Two-player co-op and competitive play (both local and networked).

A wide selection of both action-oriented or brainteaser-like levels.
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Casual-friendly adventure mode, hardcore-focused custom games and vs modes.

20+ game styles, and dozens of items and special blocks.

Rich, painterly art style and beautiful music.

Players can create and share whole new themes, levels, and adventures.

Options for colorblind players, players averse to lots of light and motion, and older computers.
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Title: Tidalis
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Arcen Games, LLC
Publisher:
Arcen Games, LLC
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010
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multiplayer doesnt work, even thouh it specifically says its multiplayer... dont buy this game, the single player is horrendous.
REVISION 10/7/2017

No updates, no changes, devs seem to have abandoned PC to develop for PSVR. Cash grab.

ORIGINAL

Got this on sale for $4.99 and for the price point this game is great! Would I pay $20 for the game in its' current state. No. Two
levels does not warrant full price. Would I pay $10? Well.... maybe? If the devs continue with this game then it could be the
gold standard of all VR wave shooters. More levels, some varied enemies, and there would be no reason to ever own another
wave shooter. The mechanics and concept really are that exceptional. Keep up the work devs!. "Ehhh..." Just about sums up my
feelings about this game. It completely lacks options to turn off the scanlines and other effects you may not want, theres zero
controller support.
I feel like with a bit more polish and attention this could have been a much more enjoyable title.
I realize it costs next to nothing but I still wouldnt really reccomend this as it is right now. Give it some options and controller
support and I'll flip.. Since the only other review seems to be decrying the game for not being any different than the original
release, I'm going to speak from the perspective of someone who has never played these games before. And I think they're great,
this one especially. The graphics aren't that great, kind of on par with early Frictional stuff (think Penumbra) and the gameplay
is great if you're an adventure fan. The puzzles can be awesome, or sometimes baffling, the voice work is not great, but fits the
vibe, and the atmosphere is fantastic. Also, after having played so many bad first person horror games lately, this one was a
breath of fresh air. If you liked Call of Cthulhu: Dark Corners of the Earth and are down for something a bit more lonesome,
and focused on puzzles instead of action, you'll dig. If you're a graphics-snob who gets bored or frustrated easily, stay away..
This is probably the worst game ever waste of money do not buy the graphics are terrible and controls are stupid i highly suggest
not waste your money on something that belongs in the garbage.
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fun to play like the way they keeped the old parts and made more fun to play. I had to idle for cards ...

But this was some of the funniest stuff I've played for a while.

Just don't take this game seriously, and you will be okay.
. Really glitchy but in a good hilarious way like goat simulator with wheels. This game is great fun it a little repetitive. A real
blast. Would be great with a split screen co-op mode.. TLDR: Great little RPGMaker title that suffers from translation typos but
has a solid core and decent story. Free soundtrack included that is not listed on store page which is AWESOME.

Aside from some minor translation errors (improper use of words and spelling mistakes) that are common with most
RPGMaker games, this is actually a solid, well-built title.

The amount of scripts in the game seems daunting, and the more you add to an RPGMaker game the more it tends to mess
things up, but things gel and work cohesively very well. I've encountered only some slow-down issues (the game suddenly drops
to 5-10FPS) with the Dev has stated they are working on fixing it. A crude workaround is to hit Alt+Enter to make it switch
between Windowed and Fullscreen or vice-versa

As for the story, it's actually intriguing. The aformentioned typos are a little off-putting, but it is well crafted and has kept my
attention so far. The Puzzles are standard, with only a switch one giving me serious pause until I figured out the trick. Then, it was
actually rather ingenious in how simply it actually was.

Is it worth the price? I got it on sale for around 5 bucks CAD. Right now, for me, it is 7.79CAD. I would say it's well worth that
price, and a must-buy on sale if you're a fan of games of this type. For an RPGMaker game it has a suprising amount of polish.

Also, of note, is the Launcher they included with the game and the extras: I LOVE IT. It's something I think ALL RPGMaker games
could benefit from, as it lets you decide if you want to start the game in fullscreen or windowed, and what ratio to make the game
screen. It also offers direct links (no digging around Local Files) to the Artbooks AND it comes with a full soundtrack which was
not mentioned on the Store's Page. Bonus!. I like myself some Penny Arcade, and this is a good addition to Dungeon Defenders .
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